INLON NEWS
Landforce tractor – a force like no other
The Landini Landforce 125 tractor is a great value
general farming and contracting workhorse, with
the features and performance for a wide range of
jobs but without the modern complications.
Whether for hay or silage, baling, spraying,
cultivation or planting, or materials handling with
its front-end loader, the Landini Landforce 125
has what it takes to tackle the task without
hurting the wallet.
Massive torque and power
The Landforce tractor is a force like no other.
Let’s start with its high performance 4.5 litre FPT
Tier-3 engine giving a massive 515 Nm of torque
and a 180 litre tank for long hours in the field.
The engine is smooth and torquey and loves to
work hard. And all this without the complication
of AdBlue®.
The power-shuttle and HML 3 speed change on
the move power-shift driveline has 36 forward
speeds so you can find the right speed for every
job. The Landforce gets the power to the ground
through generous rubber with 600/65R34 rear
and 480/65R24 tyres. The Landforce looks the
part and gets the job done.
At 4,550 kg, the Landforce is also no lightweight
for traction to get that power to the ground for
towing or for handling heavy implements.
The 40 km/h top speed is great for getting to the
job or those on-road towing tasks. The powershuttle has easy in-cab modulation so that you
can make the shuttle more aggressive for
repetitive simple loader tasks or frequent
headland turns.
Lots of fruit at the back-end
The back-end of the tractor has all the fruit. The
linkage has quick coupling hook ends and fender
controls on both sides for easy implement
changes and hooking up. The linkage has a 4,500
kg lift capacity to handle mowers, rotary hoes,
sprayers and cultivation tools. The electronic
linkage gives simple finger-tip raise-lower control
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with full draft control when needed. The PTO is
dual 540/1000 speed and is electro-hydraulically
engaged through a multi-disc oil-bath clutch
pack.
But it is the hydraulics bundle that sets this value
package apart. The load-sensing closed-centre
hydraulic pump delivers 113 litres/minute for the
remotes, while an independent gear pump
delivers 38 l/m for the steering and transmission
services. The tractor has 3 rear remotes and one
is configured with flow control for hydraulic
motor operation.
The high-flow hydraulics deliver exceptional
loader cycle times, while the joy-stick control of
the loader is independent of the rear remotes.
The quick-detach level-lift loader has a Euro-hitch
implement attachment, hydraulic-soft ride
accumulators and great visibility over the
Landforce sloping bonnet.
Comfortable ride
Operator comfort is also well covered with
generous cabin size, flat floor and wide-open
access. The deluxe swivel air suspension seat
provides comfort for long hours, while the tilt and
telescopic steering wheel gives the flexibility to
accommodate every operator to reduce fatigue
and maintain productivity. The integrated
instructor seat provides further comfort when a
second person is on board.
Great value pricing and in stock now
The Landini Landforce 125 with loader is available
ex-stock and offers great value at $106,000 inc
GST. With the recently devalued Australian dollar,
this pricing will not be enjoyed for long and the
Government’s recently announced Instant Asset
Write-off is a great incentive to invest in this
tractor as your next workhorse. Inlon Finance
also offers quick approval no-deposit finance
making now the easiest time to grab this value
package.
For more information, visit www.landinitractors.com.au
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